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Abstract.Ihe poorly conducting skull has a dominating eflect on how electrical currents llow in the
head. lt shapes the sensitivity distribution ol EEG lead and the cunenl density distribution ol electrical
transcranial stimulation [ead. The elfect ol the electrode size on these distributions was investigated
using a spherical head model which had a highly resislive layer representing the skull. According lo the
reciprocity theorem the sensitivity distribution is identical to the cunent densily disiribution for a
electrode lead, lhus lhe same results can be used lo asses the properties ol both the EEG and
eleclrical transcranial stimulation leads. The maximum intracranial sensitivity or current-density was 14
% higherwilh 20-mm diameler disk electrodes lhan with needle electrodes. ll the current llows through
the electrode edges only, the difterence is 23 7". However. the sensitivity (currenl-density) dislributions
dilfer only on a very small region near the maxima. Thus, the electrode size has no imporlance in EEG.
It may allect the pain sensaiion in electrical transcranial stimulation because of dilferenl efracranial
current densilies under the electrodes

INTBODUCTION

It is well known that the sensitivity distribution ot electroencephalography (EEG)
lead is spread into a quite wide volume of the brain due to the poor conductivity of the
skull (Rush and Driscoll 1969). ln similar fashion the current llow during electrical
transcranial stimulalion is widely distributed in the region oi the brain. According to the
reciprocity theorem the current distribution from each electrode lead in transcranial
stimulation is the same as the sensitivity distribution ol corresponding EEG lead
(Malmivuo and Plonsey 1994). Therefore, the same theoretical approach can be used
to evaluate the properties of EEG and eleclrical transcranial stimulation leads.

We have theoretically studied the effect oi size oi the electrodes on these cortical
distributions. We have used a model tor a round disk electrode with a uniform current
prolile in the electrode-tissue interface. However, in case oi larger electrodes the
current llow tends to concentrate to the edges (Suesserman et al. 1991). Therefore,
besides round electrodes with an uniform current profile, we have used also ring
electrodes to model the edge effect. The results have applications in comparing
needle and disk electrode recordings oi spontaneous EEG or evoked potentials and
in choosing eleclrodes lor transcranial electrical stimulation.

METHODS

The lead iield theorv

The lead {ield theory is based on the reciprocity theorem, which states that in all
linear systems it is possible to interchange source and detector without changes in the
source current to measured amplilude ratio (Helmhollz 1853). The lead lield presenis
the sensitivity distribution in the volume conductor for an electrode lead. lt gives the
relation between the source curent and the lead voltage as a tunction oI source



localion and direction (McFee and Johnston 1953). According to the reciprocity
theorem lhe lead rield is identically the same as the reciprocal currenl field, which is
the current distribution in the volume conductor when a unit current is led to the
electrode lead (Plonsey 1963).

ln this presentalion the lead field is presented as a combination of two types of
lines. Reciprocal current llow lines indicate the direction of the sensitivity Jor EEG
leads. Density ol these lines show also approximate inrormation about the magnitude
of the sensitivity; the denser the lines are, the higher the amplitude is. More accurate
inlormalion about the magnitude is gained from isosensilivity contours, which are the
same as reciprocal iso-current-density contours.

The head model

Simple analytical model of three concentric spheres presented by Rush and
Driscoll was used to calculate the reciprocal current distributions in head (Rush and
Driscoll 1969, Driscoll 1970). The spherical model consists o{ three shells representing
the brain, skull and scalp. Each shell is a homogeneous volume conductor, bul the
resistivity of the skull is 80 times the resistivity of the brain and scalp.

Electrodes in the model

The spherical model is based on use of point electrodes: reciprocal current is led
through infinitesimally small points located on the surface of the scalp. A single point
electrode was used to present EEG-needle-electrode. To model the contact surface
oi a disk electrode a grid ol point electrodes was used. The points were approximately
2.5 millimetres apart from each other. The edge eftect was modelled by a ring ol point
electrodes, thus omitting the centre part which does not contribute to the current
injection. ln other words, with a ring electrode a more realistic presentalion ol a disk
electrode was pursued, not a presentation o, some physical ring electrode. The
arrangement of the points lor a needle electrode, for a disk electrode with a uniform
current proiile and for a disk electrode with an edge effect Ging electrode) are shown
in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1. Electrode models used with the spherical head model. Left; single point electrode. Middle:
20-mm diameter disk electrode consisting ol several point electrodes. Distance between each point
is approximately 2.5 mm. Right: Ring electrode modelling the tendency ol the current to concentrate
to the edge-
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RESULTS

The results are presented for electrodes with a separation of 60 degrees. Figure
2a presents the lead {ield for a point electrode lead, Figure 2b for a disk electrode lead
with a uniform current profile and Figure 2c ior a ring elec{rode or a disk electrode with
a strong edge etfect. Current path lines tor reciprocal currents are presented with thin
solid lines. For electrical transcranial stimulation they show the direction of the current
flow during the stimulation and for EEG they show the direction ol the sensitivity. The
isosensitivity contours ror EEG lead are given as dashed lines. ln case of electrical
transcranial stimulation these lines show the iso-current-density contours. The location
and magnitude of lhe maximum sensitivity in the brain are also shown. Only upper
halves ol the spherical models are presenled.

It can be seen thal the highly resistive skull greatly aflects reciprocal current
distribution. The current finds the palh oi lowest impedance by spreading to a wide
area in the scalp before passing through the skull. Most o, the current flows along the
scalp between the electrodes not entering the brain at all. ln case of
electroencephalography this means that the sensitivity and spatial resolution ol the
electrode lead is decreased because of the skull which lies on the current path.

The point electrode produces the highest local cortical sensitivity for EEG or
current-density lo( electrical stimulation. lt is 14% higher than th-e value lor a disk elec-
trode having the diameter of 20 mm and 23o/" higher than the maximum sensitivity
(current density) for a 20-mm electrode with an edge effect. The maximum sensitivities
(current densities) are 138 Nm2,121 A,/m2 and 112 Nm2 per unit reciprocal current
applied lor point electrode, disk electrode and disk electrode with edge effect
respectively. However, when taking a closer look at the sensitivity (current density)
distributions in the brain, especially the isosensitivity (iso-current-density) lines, it can
be seen that ditterences are restricted to very small regions near the maximum
sensitivity (current density) locations. The distributions are practically identical at a
distance oi only some millimetres lrom the localion of the maximum.

Naturally, in case ot scalp, the sensitivity (current density) distributions are quite
different under the electrodes. The reciprocal current is highly concentrated under the
poinl electrode, but it is distributed to wide area beneath the disk electrodes.

DISCUSSION

The poor conductivity ol the skull is known to have a major etfect on the sensitivity
distribution of EEG lead (Nunez 1 981). Our findings show that changing the electrode
size will cause only small changes in the intracranial sensitivity distribution and this
is due to the current spreading eflect ol the skull between the brain and scalp. Thus,
the electrode size has small importance in electroencephalography, but it affects the
extracranial current density under the electrodes during the electrical transcranial
stimulation. This may atlect the pain sensation caused by the excitation oi scalp
tissue (Kantor et al. 1992, Hekkinen et al. 1994).

The comparison was performed with the electrode separation of 60 degrees (= 9.6
cm) which is suitable for electrical transcranial stimulaiion but quite large for EEG. The
separation was measured from the centres of the electrodes. With very smallelectrode
separalions the change in distance between the nearest electrode edges, as the
electrode size is changed, may have some etlect on the sensitivity distribution. We
have earlier studied the efiect of the electrode separation on the EEG lead sensitivity
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Figure 2. Sensitivity distributions for EEG leads or current-density distributions tor electrical stimula-
tion leads. a) Needle electrode. b) Disk elec{rode with unilorm current prolile on skin-electrode inter-
lace. c) Disk eleclrode with edge etlecl. Diameters ol the disk electrodes are 20 mm. Thin solid lines
show lhe reciprocal cunenl llow lines. Dashed lines show the isosensitivity (iso-curent-density)
contours. Localions or lhe maximum sensitivities (cunent densities) in the brain are indicated. Sensi-
tivity (cunentdensity) values are expressed for a unil reciprocal cunenl ('l A) applied.
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distribution (suihko et al. 1993).
The spherical model is very simplilied presentalion ol human head, yet it is

surprisingly good presentalion lor the anatomy of an average head (anatomical
variation is very high). Therelore it suits well ior these kind o, comparative methodo-
logical studies. Presentativeness is worst with {rontal or very deep brain structures
(Hamalainen et al. 1 989). Besides anatomy, anisotropicity of tissues in real head is an
important lactor (Rothwell 1994). ln lhe spherical model, like in many anatomically
more accurate models, tissues are assumed to be isotropic possibly causing error in
calculated sensitivity (current density) distributions.

The electrode size is naturally only one factor contributing to lhe properties of EEG
lead. Other factors, like changes in scalp resistivities and analomical variations, have
been investigated by several authors (Fender 1991). We find that presenting the
sensitivity distribution based on reciprocity theorem is a uselul tool for these kind of
studies.
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